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 34 THE MUSICAL TIMES.--JANUARY I, 1883.

 rest upon the rock, singing of "love without hope." As

 they do so, Beatrice (Dante's Beatrice) appears, surrounded

 by angels and attended by the music of harps. Virgil

 apostrophises her as the " star of pardon " and "blessed

 messenger." She brings redemption to the lost ones, and

 the work forthwith ends with a triumphant ensemble,

 broadly phrased, simply harmonised, and splendidly

 effective.

 It is said that " Frangoise de Rimini" has not held the

 attention of Paris. We regret the fact, but cannot explain

 it, although some parts of the work are uninteresting.

 The story as a whole is so pathetic, the crises in it so

 dramatic, and the music so appropriate and expressive that

 it would not surprise us to find M. Thomas's latest Opera

 ultimately accepted as his best.

 King Thamos.-An Historical Drama. From the Ger-

 man of Freiherr von Gebler. The Choruses and Incidental

 Music composed by W. A. Mozart. The English Version

 by W. Grist.

 [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 MOZART, in a letter to his father, dated February 15,

 1783, says:-" I regret not being able to make use of the

 music for 'Thamos,' for not having pleased here, it is

 included among the tabooed pieces, no longer to be per-

 formed. For the sake of the music alone it might

 possibly be given again, but it is not likely. It is really a

 pity." It would indeed have been a pity had such fine

 music died with the drama for which it was composed;

 but happily three of the choruses in the work were sub-

 sequently adapted as motetts for church use; and in this

 form only they have become generally known under their

 Latin titles " Splendente te, Deus," " Deus, tibi laus et

 honor," and " Ne pulvis et cinis," although the second of

 these has been necessarily altered at the conclusion, in

 order to gain a more effective close when used as a

 separate piece. The English translation of the text by

 Mr. William Grist, is exceedingly good; and in the forth-

 coming performance of the work by the Borough of

 Hackney Choral Association, many persons will be

 surprised at the dramatic power evidenced in those por-

 tions of the music still almost unknown, and which, but

 for this resuscitation, might still have remained so. We

 may particularly mention an instrumental movement, in

 D minor and major, after the fourth act, and the final solo

 and chorus, both of which pieces bear the unmistakable

 stamp of Mozart's genius. Now that this music is available

 in that familiar octavo form which appeals so directly to

 the general public, we have little doubt that " King

 Thamos " will be frequently heard in our concert-rooms.

 Power and Love. A Sacred Song. The words written

 by the Rev. J. Troutbeck. The music, in which is em-

 bodied the melody typical of the Redeemer, from the

 Oratorio, "The Redemption," composed by Charles

 Gounod. [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 THE exquisitely sympathetic theme with which Gounod

 has typified the Redeemer in his new Oratorio is now too

 well known to need any criticism upon the music of the

 sacred song before us; but its adaptability to words being

 so striking, we are glad to find not only that a vocal piece

 has been based upon the melody, but that the pleasurable

 task has been undertaken by the composer himself. The

 syncopated accompaniment, which adds such additional

 beauty to the subject in the Oratorio, is retained through-

 out, with the exception of an expressive coda, which

 terminates the song with that deeply religious fervour which

 colours the entire composition. Mr. Troutbeck has proved

 himself a worthy ally, for his verses are earnest and hope-

 ful as the motive to which they are wedded; the conclud-

 ing portion, which we have already alluded to, seeming to

 be inspired by, rather than written to, the music. We

 perceive that the song has been already sung by Mr.

 Santley, whose rendering of it may be accepted as an

 excellent lesson to the many vocalists who will speedily

 follow his example.

 History of Music. By Emil Naumann. Translated by

 F. Praeger. [Cassell, Petter, Galpin and Co.]

 TEN parts of this History are now before us; and it may

 truly be said that it grows upon us as it progresses. The

 early parts appeared somewhat diffuse, and led us to

 entertain grave doubts as to the completion of the work in

 anything like the small space of twenty-four such numbers.

 The translator, however, no doubt foresaw the necessity of

 announcing about what time it would be brought to a

 conclusion; and it seems now probable that, wiih a few

 extra parts, which certainly no purchaset will object to, the

 promise originally made will be fulfilled. The history of

 Greek music is particularly instructive, the scales and

 " systems" being as well explained as our limited actual

 knowledge of them will permit. It is truly said that music,

 according to the Pythagoreans, was governed by numerical

 laws instead of by the truer instincts of the ear; and that

 by this arbitrary method the third-that most agreeable of

 all intervals-was regarded as a dissonance, this in no

 small degree preventing any development of harmony and

 part-writing as we now understand these terms. Space

 will not allow us to do more than draw attention to the

 valuable information contained in this work; but we may

 mention that, amongst many others, the chapter upon

 those pioneers of the art, the bards and troubadours, will be

 found extremely interesting. The illustrations are very

 good throughout; and the translator deserves a word of

 commendation for the manner in which he has performed

 his task.

 Lahr's Primer. A Catechism of the Rudiments of Music,

 specially adapted for the Use of Choirs and Schools.

 [Stanley Lucas, Weber and Co.]

 MR. HARVEY L6HR, in his Preface to this Catechism,

 says that it is " designed to meet a want long felt by choir-

 masters and others engaged in teaching the rudiments of

 music in classes." Considering the number of elementary

 musical books published in this teaching age, we can

 scarcely imagine that this "want" can possibly be felt,

 unless some other than the generally received system is to

 form the basis of instruction, for surely the names of the

 notes, the explanation of the use of the clefs, diatonic and

 chromatic scales, &c., are to be found in innumerable books

 expressly written for the use of choirs. We naturally look,

 therefore, in the Catechism before us for anything new, and

 we find the Breve called a " Double-bar note," which cer-

 tainly, considering the conventional meaning of the word

 "Double-bar," we do not consider at all happy. Then,

 although the C clef is given on the first, third and fourth

 lines of the staff, the pitch of the clef-note is never men-

 tioned, so that we cannot but think that there must inevit-

 ably be some confusion on this important subject in the

 mind of a young student. There can be no doubt that the

 position of the clefs shown on the great staff of eleven lines

 at once makes the matter clear; and if this system were

 universally pursued in teaching classes, pupils would grow

 up with a knowledge of the pitch of voices, instead of

 having to acquire this knowledge in after-life. We know

 excellent tenor singers who have not the slightest idea of

 the true pitch of the note they are singing, and those who

 teach classes cannot, therefore, be too particular upon this

 point. Apart from the minor objections we have men-

 tioned, Mr. L6hr's Catechism may be recommended to the

 attention of those for whom it is designed.

 Fifty Voice Exercises. By J. Concone. Tonic Sol-fa

 Edition. Edited by C. L. B. [J. Curwen and Sons.]

 THESE beautiful Exercises are here printed with the

 addition of the Tonic Sol-fa to that of the ordinary notation,

 for the purpose of aiding those who practise without a

 master to train themselves as solo-singers on the " movable

 doh " system. The Editor also tell us, in his preface, that

 he places this edition before the world in the hope that

 professors of singing " may become more inclined than

 they are at present to acknowledge the great advantage

 the Tonic Sol-fa system has in teaching true intonation

 without instrumental aid." Seeing that the charming

 accompaniments to these Exercises are inseparable from

 the voice-parts, we can scarcely understand how the

 tempered pianoforte can accord with the " true intonation "

 which is the boast of the Tonic Sol-faist; but certainly, if

 pianist and singer agree to make mutual concessions, this

 collection of Concone's Studies will be found invaluable to

 a vocal student. The edition is printed with extreme care

 in both notations.
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